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1. Introduction – FLIRE in brief
1.1

Aim of the FLIRE Project

The aim of the FLIRE Project is the development of an integrated Decision
Support System (DSS) for both flash floods and forest fire risk assessment
and management. The FLIRE system has three basic components, the
weather component, the flood component and the forest fire component and it
will be available to local authorities and key stakeholders in order to support
the combined, effective and efficient management of both natural hazards.
The components of the system are presented in the following Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. The components of the FLIRE Project and their interaction.

1.2

Objectives of the FLIRE Project

The FLIRE Project aims to:
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Minimize the impact of floods and forest fires on human lives,

ecosystems and properties,


Reduce the level and occurrence of flooding,



Improve the mitigation of flash floods,



Improve the forest fires’ prevention level and forests’ protection and



Raise awareness on both hazards of flash flood & forest fire and their

combined effects in environmental and socio-economic aspects of Eastern
Attica and Athens city.

1.3

Study area

The study area of the FLIRE Project is Rafina catchment (Figure 1.2), a
periurban area in the greater southeast Mesogeia region in Eastern Attica,
Greece. The area covers approximately 123km 2 and geographically extends
east of Hymettus Mountain to the coastline of Evoikos Gulf. The climate of the
area is characterized as typical subtropical Mediterranean, with prolonged hot
and dry summers succeeded by considerably mild and wet winters. Rafina
catchment includes several municipalities and settlements of Eastern Attica.
According to the recent Kallikratis scheme (Greek Law 3852/2010), Rafina
catchment includes the following municipalities: municipality of Rafina –
Pikermi and part of the municipalities Penteli, Pallini, Peania, Spata –
Artemida and Marathonas.

Extended and accurate datasets for the study area have been collected and
analyzed during the implementation of the FLIRE Project, supporting an
integrated status survey for Rafina catchment. The collected information has
been verified through regular field trips. These datasets include inter alia
hydrometeorological, topographic, forest fuel, land use, geological, urban
planning, demographic and urban development information, satellite and
aerial images, as well as recorded historical floods and forest fires in the area.
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Figure 1.2. The study area of the FLIRE Project.

2. Maps
2.1

Short description of the service

All spatial data available from for the FLIRE platform are loaded and
presented to the users in the tab Maps. In this tab the user can visualize and
explore the results of the fire and flood models, as these results automatically
are presented to the viewer after the creation. Also the user can load and
visualize the area of the Project as a polygon file, the weather forecast grid for
selected dates as a gridpoint file, the weather stations as map points and also
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a static flood vulnerability map, that has been created for the needs of the
Project. Zoom facilities are provided on all maps in order to help the user to
focus on a specific area of the map.
On the left side of the browser, the user can see all available data for each
tool. When right clicking on the map, the user gets a short menu of available
options. In order to improve the performance of the system, a small submenu
on the left side of the browser, which includes and presents several statistics
on the performance of the systems has been designed in the web-platform.
Successful requests, Mean response time (in sec), Last response time (in
sec) and Failed requests are the four metrics that are calculated automatically
every time a user runs requests in order to retrieve the weather station data,
the weather forecast data, the response of the G-FMIS System data, Fire
Danger Index data, Smart Alerts and the response of the Floodplain catalog.

2.2

Available layers

The datasets that are by default available to users are:


Area of interest: A polygon that indicates the study area.



Weather forecast grid: Symbol layer (point) that indicates the area for
which weather forecast datasets are available (see also Section 3).



Fire management information system – Fire modelling area: A
polygon that indicates the area in which data for fire modelling are
available.



Selected area for fire management information system weather
stations: A grey circle appears when this option is activated by the
user. Four white points at cross edges enable the user to change the
size of the circle, while one additional white point in the middle of the
circle offers the option to move the circle. The weather stations
included within the boundaries of the selected area are those exploited
in the fire modelling service.
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Storms detection area: This layer is activated when storm activity is
detected around Rafina city. More specifically, scanning for lightning
activity takes place within two circles around Rafina city, one with
radius 10 km (red circle) and another one with radius 20 km (blue
circle). Apart from the circle, in case of detection of storm activity an
audible message is communicated to the user (see also Section 8.5.2).



Static Flood Vulnerability Map: A static flood vulnerability map
produced by NTUA for the study is available for visualization in this
layer.

It

has

been

produced

based

on

socioeconomic

and

environmental criteria (considering population density, property values,
key customers, the road network and pollution sources in Rafina
catchment). The colour bar indicates the risk level for areas within the
study area. Low risk areas are indicated with green colour, while high
risk areas are indicated with red colour.
Additional services provided from the platform tools are described in detail in
the following Sections.

2.3

Examples

When clicking on the tab “Map” Figure 2.1 the user has access to all
aforementioned layers. The thematic map with the area of interest is
presented in Figure 2.2. The user has access to this information by selecting
the field Layer Visibility under the field Area of interest in the left-hand menu.
The user has also the option to see the Weather Forecast Grid, i.e. the grid
for which weather forecasts are provided on a daily basis for the next 24 and
48 hours by NOA. Again, the Layer Visibility under the field Weather Forecast
Grid needs to be activated. This thematic map is presented in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.1. Tab that gives access to all available layers.
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Figure 2.2. The thematic map with the area of interest.
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Figure 2.3. The thematic map with the Weather Forecast Grid.
When Layer Visibility under Flood Vulnerability Map is activated, the thematic
map with the corresponding information appears on the Google map,
accompanied on the left-hand menu by its legend, with properly adjusted
colour classification. This thematic map is presented in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4. The static Flood Vulnerability Map of the study area.

3. Weather Forecast Data
3.1

Available datasets

The FLIRE platform provides access to weather forecast data through the
respective tab. The user can select weather forecast data not only for the
current day but also for the past (back to March 2013). All weather forecast
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data are provided by MM5 weather prediction model, running operational by
NOA over an area covering Attica, at a horizontal grid increment of 2 km.
When clicking on a specific day, the system returns a table where the user
can select the desired parameter, such as wind speed and direction, 2-m
temperature and relative humidity, as well as hourly precipitation. By clicking
on the desired parameter, the system provides an interactive map (thematic
map) that displays the horizontal distribution of the parameter (see Section
3.2 for examples). Apart from the map, the user can alternatively download
the data in .kml or .xml format for use in other applications.

3.2

Examples

When clicking on the tab “Weather Forecast” Figure 3.1 the user can access
to weather forecast data. An example of the thematic map for a specific day
and time and for 2-m temperature forecast is given in Figure 3.2. After the
selection of specific day and the desired parameter (in this case temperature),
the user has an overview of the temperature distribution, while a legend is
provided on the left panel. Moreover, the user by clicking or by passing the
mouse over the interactive map has an overview of the forecasts for all
available parameters for each specific grid point of forecasts (grey box shown
in Figure 3.2). An example of wind forecasts is provided in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.1: Tab that gives access to weather forecast data
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Figure 3.2. 2-m temperature forecast map.

Figure 3.3. Wind direction forecast map.
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4. Weather Stations
4.1

Short description of the service

The FLIRE monitoring network consists of hydrometeorological stations
located in and around the study area and operated by NOA and the
Hydrological Observatory of Athens (HOA). NOA operates in the area stations
that measure temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction, precipitation
and air pressure, at 10 minutes interval. Details about the network,
instruments,

etc.

are

provided

in

the

webpage

http://www.meteo.gr/meteosearch. HOA, which belongs to NTUA, operates in
the area stations that measure precipitation, stream flows, temperature,
relative humidity, evaporation, air pressure, wind speed, gust and direction,
solar and net radiation, sunshine duration and soil moisture also at 10 minutes
interval. Further information for the HOA network is available in the webpage
www.hoa.ntua.gr. Both networks are automatic and provide operationally
observations to the platform.
The meteorological data from NOA are transmitted and stored in the database
system of HOA. Then, real-time meteorological information is provided to the
individual components of the platform. This approach offers the following
advantages:


All meteorological information are provided by one system in a
predefined format



Established web services of HOA, such as time series download,
charts and web service API can be utilized and



Data quality routines can be applied on the whole dataset.

The FLIRE platform provides access to these data through the tab “Weather
stations”. By clicking on the tab, the user can first select the requested timeout
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to download the data and has also the option to modify the number of hours
for which station data are considered as “old”.

By clicking on the button “Update Stations data” the user asks the system to
download weather observations from both networks. The data are then
displayed in a list (see Section 4.3 for examples), enabling the user to have
an overview of current weather conditions over the area. The list can be
sorted by name, height of the stations, as well as by the magnitude of each
measuring parameter. Moreover, by clicking on any station name, the system
returns an interactive map with all station points displayed on it (see Section
4.3).

4.2

Available datasets

Each stations provides the following data:


Station Name



Time Stamp (e.g. 2015-06-08 14:00)



Station ID



Host (http://hoa.ntua.gr/)



Altitude [m]



Wind Speed [m/s]



Wind Direction [deg]



Temperature [°C]



Rainfall [mm]



URL (e.g. http://hoa.ntua.gr/stations/d/358/)

4.3

Example(s)

An example of the list of all available weather observations is given in Figure
4.2. The list appears when the user clicks on the tab “Weather Stations”
Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1. Tab that gives access to all available weather stations

Figure 4.2. List of available weather station.
When clicking on any station name, the system provides an interactive map
with all station data presented on it (Figure 4.3). If the latest data are within
the time window set by the user, they are presented as green boxes, while
stations with “old” (not updated) data are presented as red boxes. By clicking
on a station, a box appears with the latest observations displayed on it.
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Figure 4.3. Interactive map with the available weather stations.

5. Fire Management System
5.1

Short description of the service

Fire Management System is a web based simulator that contributes to the
implementation of a fire propagation evaluation system which uses a twodimension heat transfer model. For the application of the results in three
dimensional space a modified least route algorithm is used combined with a
cellular automata propagation algorithm. The simulator used for Rafina area is
the G-FMIS (Fire Growth Simulator) in ARC-GIS environment, which offers
the facility to combine multiple results simulation with geospatial analyses of
fire parameters in the area of interest. The analysis and the simulation of
forest fire propagation for Rafina catchment is performed using GIS
techniques and using the forest-fire simulator G-FMIS, developed by the
ALGOSYSTEMS company.
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5.2

Available datasets

The platform data layers that are of relevance with this service, include:


Area of interest



Weather forecast grid



Fire modelling area



Selected area for fire management system

Information provided includes:


fire expansion for given time steps,



fire line intensity,



rate of spread and



flame length

For the application of this service, the platform offers two options to the users
of the web system, the standard and the advanced option. The layout of the
platform for the standard option is presented in Figure 5.1. Using this option
the user can:


select fire ignition point(s) on the map of the area,



focus the map on selected area of interest for the service,



select weather stations located within the selected area,



update weather observation stations data,



receive fire expansion for the next 3 hours,



receive additional information on fire line intensity, rate of spread and
flame length.
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Figure 5.1. The layout of the platform for the standard option.
Regarding the advanced option, the layout of which is presented in Figure 5.2,
the user can:


select the processing duration (in seconds),



select the outputs time out (in seconds),



clear previously tested ignition points,



select fire ignition point(s),



focus the map on selected area of interest for the service,



select weather stations located within the selected area,



update weather observation stations data,



set the simulation duration,



set the simulation step duration,



receive fire expansion for the next hours (selected by the user),



receive additional information on fire line intensity, rate of spread and
flame length

Additionally, in the advanced option, the user can select a simulation time
period with available weather data and obtain simulation outputs by selecting
an ignition point.
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Figure 5.2. The layout of the platform for the advanced option.
Description and illustrative examples for both options are presented in the
following.

5.3

Examples

When clicking on the tab “Fire Management” (Figure 5.3), the user can
choose the standard (see section 5.3.1) or the advanced option (see section
5.3.2) in order to receive fire management information system data.

Figure 5.3. Tab that gives access to the fire management information system
data.
5.3.1 Standard option
In the standard option, the user needs to insert a fire ignition point on the
map, to which the user is automatically transferred after selecting the
corresponding link, then return to the Fire Management System tab and select
the link to update the weather station observation data, a procedure that might
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take a couple of minutes to be completed and informs the user on the number
of stations found with data older than 4hours, and finally press on “Receive
fire management information system data”. After the completion of this
procedure, the user is automatically transferred to the tab Map, where fire
expansion for current weather conditions and given the selected ignition point
is depicted. Fire expansion is provided as a set of points that create a
polygon. By default 3 such polygons are generated, one for each one of the
next 3 hours. Apart from indicating fire expansion for a given time step, each
point also include information on fire line intensity, rate of spread and flame
height.
The steps are summarized below:
1. Select ignition point
2. Proceed to weather station update
3. Select “Receive fire management information system data”
As mentioned above, the outputs of the simulation include fire expansion for
selected time steps, fire line intensity, rate of spread and flame length. The
fire perimeter for each time step, as well as the fire perimeter for all time steps
are presented in Figures 5.4-5.7.

Figure 5.4. The simulation outputs for the 60 minutes time-step.
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Figure 5.5. The simulation outputs for the 120 minutes time-step.

Figure 5.6. The simulation outputs for the 180 minutes time-step.
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Figure 5.7. The simulation outputs for all time-steps.
5.3.2 Advanced option
In the advanced option, the user needs to select the processing duration, the
outputs time out and if necessary clear previously tested ignition points.
Then, a fire ignition point need to be specified on the map, to which the user is
automatically transferred after selecting the corresponding link. After that, the
user needs to return to the Fire Management System tab and select the link to
update the weather station observation data, a procedure that might take a
couple of minutes to be completed and informs the user on the number of
stations found with data older than 4hours. Additional options include focusing
the map on selected area of interest, selection of weather stations located
within the selected area and selection of simulation duration and simulation
step duration. Finally the user needs to press on “Receive fire management
information system data”. After the completion of this procedure, the user is
automatically transferred to the tab Map, where fire expansion for current
weather conditions and given the selected ignition point is depicted. Fire
expansion is provided as a set of points that create a polygon. The number of
selected simulation steps coincides with the numbers of generated polygons
(one polygon for each time step). Apart from indicating fire expansion for a
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given time step, each point also include information on fire line intensity, rate
of spread and flame height.
The steps are summarized below:
1. Select ignition point,
2. Proceed to weather station update,
3. Focus map on selected area of interest,
4. Select weather stations located within the selected area,
5. Select simulation duration time,
6. Select simulation step duration,
7. Select “Receive fire management information system data”
In the following example, the procedure was followed for 90min simulation
duration and 30min simulation step duration. The outputs of the simulation
regarding the fire perimeter for each time step are presented in Figures 5.85.10.

Figure 5.8. The simulation outputs for the 30 minutes time-step.
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Figure 5.9. The simulation outputs for the 60 minutes time-step.

Figure 5.10. The simulation outputs for the 90 minutes time-step.

The advanced option also enables the user to perform fire simulations for
historic dates, i.e. dates for which historic weather forecasts are available.
The steps for this service are:
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1. Select a Time of a Date with available Weather Forecast Data,
2. Select data for a specific date,
3. Insert ignition point.
An example for Tuesday 16th of June 2015 is presented below:

Figure 5.11. The simulation outputs for the 30 minutes time-step.

Figure 5.12. The simulation outputs for the 60 minutes time-step.
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Figure 5.13. The simulation outputs for the 90 minutes time-step (total fire
duration).

6. Fire Danger Index
6.1

Short description of the service

The Fire Danger Index used for this service is KBDI, a soil/duff drought index
that ranges from 0 (no drought) to 800 (extreme drought) and is based on the
soil capacity in 200 mm of water. The depth of soil required to hold 300 mm of
moisture varies. A prolonged drought (high KBDI) influences strongly fire
intensity because fuels have a lower moisture content. The KBDI is a
measure of meteorological drought; it reflects water gain or loss within the
soil. It does not measure fuel moisture levels in the fine fuel classes, which
need to be measured by other means for an accurate assessment of fuel
moisture, regardless of the drought index readings.
The precipitation of the last 24 hours is taken into account in order to calibrate
the above KBDI calculated value and to estimate the final KBDI value for the
day of interest. This index is cumulative, based on the previous day value and
is calculated once per day, every morning, for each station that is located
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within the area of interest (for FLIRE Project it is calcaulted for all stations
located in the greater area of Rafina catchment), using the meteorological
data of the previous 24 hours. There are four classes of fire danger
associated to respective range of KBDI values, as presented below:
KBDI = 0 - 25: Soil moisture and large class fuel moisture is high and do not
contribute much to fire intensity. Typical of spring dormant season following
winter precipitation. VERY LOW FIRE RISK
KBDI = 25 – 80: Typical of late spring, early growing season. Lower litter and
duff layers are drying and beginning to contribute to fire intensity. LOW FIRE
RISK
KBDI = 80 - 120: Typical of late summer, early fall. Lower litter and duff layers
actively contribute to fire intensity and will burn actively. MODERATE FIRE
RISK
KBDI= 120-150 Typical summer drought conditions with high risk of fore
occurrence. Crown fires are expected in high forests. HIGH FIRE RISK
KBDI > 150: Often associated with more severe drought with increased
wildfire occurrence. Intense, deep burning fires with significant downwind
spotting can be expected. Live fuels can also be expected to burn actively at
these levels. EXTREME FIRE RISK
The FLIRE web-system calculates KBDI for the current day, the following day
and any given day in the past, for which available meteorological data exist.

6.2

Available datasets

For the calculation of KBDI, the Fire Danger Index of the platform, data from
all weather stations located in the greater study area (within and around its
boundaries), as well as the weather forecast data for the next day (tomorrow)
are used.
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Voronoi polygons were designed around each station and the values of the
Fire Danger Index, which are calculated for the location of each station, are
considered representative for the polygons that include the corresponding
stations.
The user has three options:
1. Calculation of the Fire Danger Index for today
2. Calculation of the Fire Danger Index for tomorrow
3. Calculation of the Fire Danger Index for a past date

The user interface for the calculation of Fire Danger Index is presented in
Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1. Fire Danger Index calculation interface.

An example for each option is presented in the following Section.

6.3

Examples

The user can have access to the Fire Danger Index by clicking on the tab
“Fire Danger Index” (Figure 6.2) and choose one of the available options.

Figure 6.2. Tab that gives access to the Fire Danger Index.
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6.3.1 Calculation of the Fire Danger Index for today
In this example the Fire Danger Index is calculated for the 24th of July 2015.
For this service the user needs to select the tab “Fire Danger Index for today”.
Then, the user is automatically transferred to a map of the greater area where
Fire Danger Index values are depicted in different colours which correspond
to the different fire danger classes, as presented in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3. The result of the Fire Index calculation for the 24th of July 2015
(today).
6.3.2 Calculation of the Fire Danger Index for tomorrow
In this example the Fire Danger Index is calculated for the 25 th of July 2015
(tomorrow). For this service the user needs to select the tab “Fire Danger
Index for tomorrow”. Then, the user is automatically transferred to a map of
the greater area where Fire Danger Index values are depicted in different
colours which correspond to the different fire danger classes, as presented in
Figure 6.4. The weather data for the following day (tomorrow) are forecasts
provided by NOA, available from the Weather Forecast module of the service,
as presented in Section 3.
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Figure 6.4. The result of the Fire Index calculation for the 25th of July 2015
(tomorrow).
6.3.3 Calculation of the Fire Danger Index for a past date
In this example the Fire Danger Index is calculated for a previous date, the
29th of June 2015. For this service the user needs to select the tab “Select a
date and receive Fire Danger Index data for that date” and then select the
desired date using an automated calendar (Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.5. Selecting a date (29th of June 2015) for the estimation of the Fire
Danger Index.
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Then the user is automatically transferred to a map of the greater area where
Fire Danger Index values are depicted in different colours which correspond
to the different fire danger classes (Figure 6.6). For this service the values of
the Fire Danger Index are calculated based on measured historical weather
information provided by both networks of weather stations located in the area
(HOA and NOA).

Figure 6.6. The result of the Fire Index calculation for the 29th of June 2015
(past date).

7. Floodplain data
7.1 Short description of the service
Floodplain data include flood hazard maps produced after the implementation
of hydrological and hydraulic analysis. Flood hazard maps are key elements
of the Floods Directive 2007/60/EC on the assessment and management of
flood risks. The software used for the hydrological simulation is HEC-HMS
and especially the version HEC-HMS 3.5. This software is a product of the
Hydrologic Engineering Center within the U.S Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) and it can be freely downloaded from the website of the USACE.
HEC - RAS model, version 4.1, was used for the hydraulic simulation. It is
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also open source software and a product of USACE. The necessary
geospatial information needed for both models was produced in ArcGIS 9.3
environment, using the HEC-GeoHMS and HEC-GeoRAS toolbars (USACE).
The hydrological and the hydraulic models were coupled and their running
was automated using a programming code written in Python language. The
final output of the model chain run is a flood hazard map, which depicts the
extents of the floodplain in the periurban and core urban area. Particularly for
the urban part of the study area, the severity of a flood is depicted using
graduated colour-ramp for pre-defined polygons in vulnerable areas. Each
colour corresponds to different water depth. Yellow colour corresponds to low
water depths while red colour corresponds to the highest ones. Furthermore,
the model chain runs for different types of initial soil moisture conditions, i.e.
normal, wet and dry conditions.

7.2

Available datasets

The FLIRE platform gives access to flood hazard maps by selecting the tab
“Floodplain Data”. The user has access to:


The floodplain of the current day by clicking on the tab “Receive
Probable Floodplain Data for today” and



The floodplain of the following day, by clicking on the tab “Receive
Probable Floodplain Data for tomorrow”.



A database of historic flood hazard maps, by clicking on the tab
“Receive Probable Floodplain Data Catalog for a date” and selecting a
desired date on the calendar that pops up.

For each selection, the FLIRE platform presents a table with 3 different
options:


floodplain data based on forecast for normal soil moisture
conditions,



floodplain data based on forecast for wet soil moisture conditions
and
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floodplain data based on forecast for dry soil moisture conditions.

In case of zero rainfall forecast, the flood hazard map is restricted to the river
extend (see Example 1 in the following section), while in the case of non-zero
rainfall forecast, the map depicts the extent of the river and the water depth in
the core urban area (see Example 2 in the following section).

7.3

Examples

When clicking on the tab “Floodplain Data” (Figure 7.1), the user has 3
options: “Receive Probable Floodplain for Today” (see section 7.3.1),
“Receive Probable Floodplain for Tomorrow”, “Receive Probable Floodplain
for a specific date” (see section 7.3.2).

Figure 7.1. Tab that gives access to floodplain data
7.3.1 Floodplain data for today
This example is set for the 1st of July 2015. When clicking on the tab “Receive
Probable Floodplain Data for today” (Figure 7.2), a table with three options
that corespond to three different soil moisture conditions appears (Figure 7.3).
The user can select one of them and the relevant flood hazard map is
presented in the platform (Figure 7.4), when selecting the “load on coverage
map”.

Figure 7.2. Tab to receive floodplain data for today

Figure 7.3. Table with 3 different initial soil conditions for the floodplain map.
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Figure 7.4. Flood hazard map based on rainfall forecast for the 1st of July
2015.
On the left hand side menu, the user can activate or deactivate the floodplain
layer. At the same time the user can also activate the static flood risk map and
impose the flood hazard map on the flood risk map. By that way, one can
estimate the flood risk associated with the particular floodplain (Figure 7.5).
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Figure 7.5. The floodplain imposed over the flood risk map.

7.3.2 Floodplain data for a specific date
This example is set for the 14th of November 2014. For this service the user
needs to select “Receive Probable Floodplain Data Catalog for a date”
(Figure 7.6), and then choose a date from a calendar that pops up (Figure
7.7). Then, the user can select the soil moisture conditions for the flood
hazard maps. In this example, the user receives a probable floodplain based
on forecast for

normal

soil moisture conditions

(Figure

7.8). The

corresponding floodplain is presented in Figure 7.9.

Figure 7.6 Tab to select floodplain data for a date
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Figure 7.7. Popping out calendar for choosing the date

Figure 7.8. Table with 3 different initial soil conditions for the floodplain
map.

Figure 7.9. The flood hazard map for the 14th of November 2014.
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8. Smart Alerts
8.1

Short description of the service

Three different smart alerting levels are provided by the system. The alerts
are available from the tab “Alerts”. The 1st alerting levels is based on observed
water levels at specific flowgauges in the study area and is useful for the
period several minutes prior to a potential flood occurrence, the 2nd alerting
level is based on lightning detection in the greater study area and is useful for
the period of a couple of hours prior to a potential flood occurrence and the 3rd
alerting level is based on forecasted data and simulations performed from the
hydrological model of the FLIRE system and is useful for the period several
hours up to 48 hours prior to a potential flood occurrence. Each alerting level
is described in detail in the following section.

8.2

1st alerting level

The 1st alerting level is provided by NTUA and is based on real-time stage
recordings from flow gauges installed in appropriate locations the study area.
More specifically, four flow gauges (Drafi, Spata, Rafina and Rafina2) installed
in the area send measurements of water levels to the platform. These
measurements are compared against pre-selected threshold values for three
different smart alerts: yellow (lower level), amber (medium level) and red
(higher level) alert and evaluated. The green color represents no Alert. When
the threshold values for any of the three levels are exceeded, then the Flood
Early Warning System (FEWS) of the platform is triggered and appropriate
warnings are issued.

8.3

2nd alerting level

The 2nd alerting level is provided by NOA and is based on the production of
smart alerts for thunderstorms with a regular update of approx. 15 minutes. In
particular, every 15-min an automated procedure is executed at NOA,
scanning ZEUS lightning detection network data for lightning occurrence
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within a radius of 10 km and 20 km around the city of Rafina. A warning is
issued and transferred to the FLIRE online tool when lightning is observed
through this procedure within a radius of 10 km from Rafina city (red alert), or
within a radius of 20 km from Rafina city (amber alert).

8.4

3rd alerting level

The 3rd alerting level is provided by NTUA and is based on weather forecasts
provided by NOA. The hydrological (HEC-HMS) model of the FLIRE system
automatically receives the weather forecasts and is run for normal soil
moisture conditions. As mentioned in Section 3, weather forecast data are
available every day for the current and the following day. Therefore, the
simulations are performed every day for the current and the following day, as
well. Simulated discharges at appropriate locations (Drafi, Spata, Rafina and
Rafina2) are compared against pre-selected threshold values for three
different smart alerts: yellow (lower level), amber (medium level) and red
(higher level) alert and evaluated. The green color represents no Alert. When
the threshold values for any of the three levels are exceeded, then the Flood
Early Warning System (FEWS) of the platform is triggered and appropriate
warnings are issued.

8.5

Examples

When clicking on the tab “Alerts” (Figure 8.1) the user have access to smart
alerts.

Figure 8.1. Tab that gives access to smart alerts.
8.5.1 1st Level of Smart Alerts (based on observations)
This example is not for real data. It’s a demo edition only for the needs of the
tutorial. The user can select the 1st Level of Smart Alerts by checking the first
right box (Figure 8.2). The system returns automatically to the map, which
depicts the level of Alert in the stations “Spata”, “Drafi”, “Rafina fladar” and
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“Rafina katanti” (Figure 8.3). The second check box appears a status bar,
which gives information about the date and the time of alert and the last
update of the data (Figure 8.4).

Figure 8.2. Activation of the 1st Level of Smart Alerts.
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Figure 8.3. Map with the Level of Alert to each station

Figure 8.4. The status bar with the relative information

8.5.2 2nd Level of Smart Alerts (based on storm detection)
This example is set for no real data. It’s a demo edition only for the needs of
the tutorial. The user checks the boxes of the 2nd Level of Alert (Figure 8.5),
after clicks on the tab maps and activates the layer Storm detection. The map
with the blue circle (radius 20km) and the red circle (radius 10km) (Figure 8.6)
appears and a pop out message gives the information if the alert is inside the
red circle or in the greater blue circle. The Figure 8.7 presents the pop out
message Alert for this example (not real data).
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Figure 8.5. Activation of the 2nd Level of Alert.

Figure 8.6. Map with the detection area visibility.
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Figure 8.7. The pop out message for the storm alert
8.5.3 3rd Level of Smart Alerts (based on forecast data)
An example with real data is set for the 3rd Level of Smart Alerts. The user
checks the box (Figure 8.8) and the relative map is appears. All 4 stations
present green color which means “No Alert” (Figure 8.9).

Figure 8.8. Activation of the 3rd Level of Alert
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Figure 8.9. Map with the Level of Alert to each station

9. Planning Tool
9.1

Short description of the service

Another tool incorporated in the FLIRE platform that offers useful flood
services is the “Planning tool for flood management”. This tool performs
detailed cost-benefit and environmental analyses, as well as runs of the flood
model chain and eventually suggests sets of measures-interventions for flood
risk management in Rafina catchment. More specifically, a list of structural
and non-structural measures that have been properly selected so as to be
efficient for application in the study area has been set up. These measures
were incorporated in the hydrological model (HEC-HMS) and hydraulic model
(HEC-RAS) and the model chain ran for different scenarios-initial conditions in
terms of fire occurrence, urban development and rainfall return period.
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It needs to be highlighted that particularly for scenarios that concern fire
occurrence, a methodology developed during the implementation of the
FLIRE Project that considers floods-fires interaction has been incorporated in
the hydrological model. According to this methodology, when a recent forest
fire has affected the study area, then different values need to be attributed to
five properly selected hydrological parameters (i.e. Curve Number (CN), Initial
Abstraction (IA), Standard Lag (TP), Peaking Coefficient (CP) and Muskingum
K coefficient) in order to perform efficient flood simulations.
After running these scenarios and estimating the corresponding floodplain, the
suggested structural and non-structural measures as well as all the
combinations of those measures were tested, model chain runs were
repeated and the corresponding floodplains were estimated. The optimum
solution (suggested measure(s) for each scenario) was estimated using
socioeconomic criteria (construction and maintenance cost and reduction of
floodplain for each measure and each combination of measures) and
environmental criteria (environmental footprint of each measure and each
combination of measures), to which appropriate weights were attributed.

9.2

Available datasets and scenarios

The FLIRE platform gives access to the Planning Tool for flood management
by selecting the tab “Planning Tool”. The user can choose one out of eight
finally selected scenarios that correspond to different initial conditions for the
model chain runs. These scenarios include the current situation in terms of
urban development and fire occurrence, urban development scenarios for the
next 20 and 50 years, fire scenarios in terms of fire extent, rainfall return
periods that correspond to rainfalls of medium (T=50 years) and high (T=200
years) probability of occurrence and several combinations of these criteria.
Once the desired scenario is selected, the platform presents:
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a map of the study area and



three different text boxes.

The map depicts the floodplain (blue color) for the selected initial conditions
and one or more red rectangles indicate the area where suggested
measure(s) can be applied.
The text box on the right of the map, presents the optimum selected solution
and an Index estimated using the aforementioned socioeconomic and
environmental criteria, which represents the impact of the implementation of
the particular solution (presented as number of stars from 1 to 5, with
increasing number of stars representing better solution).
Just below this text box, other suggested solutions and primarily nonstructural measures that can be applied for the specific scenario are
suggested.
Finally, a text box that describes in brief the functionality of the Planning Tool
is presented below the map.

9.3

Example

When clicking on the tab “Planning tool” (Figure 9.1), a list with eight
scenarios for different initial conditions, appears (Figure 9.2).

Figure 9.1. The tab that gives access to the planning tool.
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Figure 9.2. The eight scenarios for different initial conditions.
Then the user can select a desired scenario by checking the red box on the
left. In this example, the scenario #4 that corresponds to initial conditions after
a recent forest fire, with urban development conditions of the next 50 years
and rainfall return period T=50 years is selected (Figure 9.3).

Figure 9.3. Selection of scenario #4.
After this selection, the corresponding map and the text boxes with the
optimum solution, other suggested solutions and a brief description of the
service appear (Figure 9.4).
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Figure 9.4. The optimum solution and the relative map for the 4th scenario
In this example, the optimum suggested solutions include the construction of
braided branches/packages with tree trunks in the Spata and the Drafi area
(indicated with red boxes) and land use change from crops to grass in the
greater study area. The user has also the option to resize the map, as
indicated in Figure 9.5.

Figure 9.5. A pop out message in order to resize the map
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